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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to analysis speech act form and speech event of a person from forensic linguistic perspective who break the rule of Law No. 11 of 2008 about Information and Electronic Transactions, Article 28 Paragraph (2), “Intentionally and Without Right Spread Information Intended to Induce Hate Speech or Hostility towards Certain Individuals and/or Community Groups Based on Ethnicity, Religion, Race, Group, and Intergroup (SARA).” This study used a descriptive qualitative method. The data of conversation text includes identification, classification, analysis, and discussion. Participant who became the object of this research was a 54-year-old man who was accused of spreading fake news. The form of speech act data analysis refers to the theory of Austin & Searle (1969), while speech events refer to Hymes (1972). The results of the research show that there are four speech acts, such as; assertive, directive, expressive, commissive, and declarative. The results of the research on speech events found eight speech events, starting from setting & scene, participant, ending, action, instrumentality, key, norm, and genre.
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INTRODUCTION
The sentence that’s spoken by speaker can give a negative influence to hurt some people as the impact from communication process that spoken by someone to other person (Tayebi, et al., 2019; Subramanian, 2017). The Information development & communication on a social media can bring the influence to the effective of communication (Chen, et al., 2020). All kind informations from around the world are easy to be accessed on platform tool of social media, for example; facebook & twitter (Annamalai, et al., 2022). The impact of arbitrary speaking on social media can become a result into defamation of a person due to the spread of fake news and forms of hate speech. However, things that are very sensitive as a result of talking or updating status on social media that can create chaos or peace in society are those related to ethnicity, religion, race and intergroup (Giachanou, et al 2022). Therefore, everyone must be very careful about posting statuses or comments on social media. They must consider whether the sentences made or written can cause harm to themselves and become entangled in the legal realm (Yin & Zubiaga, 2022; Rakhsita, et al 202). Furthermore, if it is related to ethnicity, religion, race, and intergroup that can cause damage and chaos in the midst of Indonesian society with various religions, ethnicities and cultures (Bruning, et al., 2020; Caroll et al., 2019; Wibowo & Yusoff, 2014).

If this continues, it will have an impact on security disturbances in the community, such as; happening a local riots in every district of Indonesia Island, even resulting the biggest riots in every part of Indonesia province that lead to a separation between ethnic groups in the unitary state of the Republic of Indonesia (Ganari & Ismunarno, 2019; Agustiningsih, 2017). To avoid some events that can bring bad impact to divide the unity of Indonesian society, the government is quick to respond by making special laws regarding wise behavior in using social media. For that reason, so the teenagers, adults, and parents can act politely to avoid mutual hostility and want to win on their own (Rahman & Najamuddin, 2010). 2020; Sirola, et al 2021; Kruzan, et al 2022). The implementation of ITE Law by the government for all social media users is due to the large number of unwise users in social media. The government’s intention is to enforce the ITE Law with the aim of minimizing criminal acts in the cyber world.

The government’s concrete actions through the Ministry of Communication and Information apply the ITE Law (Electronic Information and Transactions) which reads as follows; The article 27 paragraph 3 related to ITE Law states that it is prohibited for anyone to intentionally and without rights distribute and/or transmit and/or make accessible Electronic Information and/or Electronic Documents that contain insults and/or defamation (Mulyadi & Gusfa, 2019; Arianto, et al 2020; Timur, et al 2020; Susilawati, et al 2022; Santosa, 2022). For this research is used Article 28 Paragraph (2), they are as follows; “Intentionally and Without Right Spread Information Intended To Induce Hate Speech Or Hostility towards Certain Individuals and/or Community Groups Based on Ethnicity, Religion, Group, and Intergroup. Next, the criminal provisions are regulated in Article 45A paragraph (2) of Law Number 19 of 2016 amendments to Law Number 11 of 2008 which reads "Anyone who intentionally and without rights disseminates information aimed at causing hatred or hostility to individuals and/or groups, certain communities based on ethnicity, religion, race, and intergroup (Hakim, et al 2018; Menkominfo, 2019; Mawaza & Kholil, 2020; Zifana, et al 2021; Rahmawati, et al, 2002; Syahid, et al, 2022).

With the enactment of the ITE Law relating to Hostility towards Certain Individuals and/or Community Groups Based on Ethnicity, Religion, Group, and Intergroup. So, everyone must speak with good sentences on social media so, it does not offend the religion of each of its adherents (Kusmanto, 2020; Palupi, et al 2019), for example mentioning the
procedures for worship. Likewise with ethnicity, it is not permissible to insult or demean small or large ethnic groups, such as saying in a harsh and hateful tone. We must maintain good speech when uploading sentences on social media, for example; Instagram, Facebook, WhatsApp, and the other platform of social media (Yunita, et al 2021; Fadhli, et al 2020; Kadriu, et al 2022). Every speech context spoken by language speakers must have explicit and implicit meanings (Kusmanto, 2020; Palupi, et al 2019). Therefore, the use of language in a context is called pragmatic, but to know the contents of the context in depth, specific theory and explanation are needed in understanding the interpretation of the meaning uttered by the speaker (Sudana, 2007; Frank, 2016; Timmer, et al 2021; Willems & Peelen, 2021). As we know that a context can becomes a medium for explaining the specific purpose or intention (Rosyidah, 2022; Aziz, 2021; Muniroh, 2021). The media as one thing of expression that can support a purpose clarity (co-text) into the certain situation connected to an event or "context" (Hassani, et al 2019; Mutmainah). Co-text is often said to be a cultural setting, namely things that culturally influence the origin of speech (Ardiyanti, et al 2022; Wahdaniah, et al 2021; Daulay, 2021), while context is often said to be a physical setting, namely the place of origin the speech happened (Bachari, 2010; Ryan, 2022). It can be understood that context and co-text closely related in the form of one's speech can have explicit or implicit meanings depending on one's speech whether the speech means action or only literal meaning. All of context of speechs that spoken, there must be a sequence of event process that happened around the speech act activities.

Referring to the explanation above, regarding to kinds of speech acts in fake news of social media related to the judge's decision against the defendant who violated the ITE Law, especially those that caused Hate Speech or Hostility towards Certain Individuals and/or Community Groups Based on Ethnicity, Religion, Group, and Intergroup, as well as a series of speech events that have occurred on social media. It is understandable that fake news is a form of psychological violence known as a form of social terror carried out by someone through technology and information devices on social media aimed at a person or group. This action aims to create trouble, slander, spread false and hate news and on social media with the aim of being known by the public. The problem in this research is focused on the form of criminal acts of crime of fake news on social media that are carried out by social media users who have been charged with the ITE Law because they are proven to be causing trouble between groups. Thus, the main study objectives are as follows: (1) to analyze speech act types of fake news that occur between groups on social media that lead to trouble, (2) to show the occurrence of speech events that have legal implications from speech that causes trouble on social media.

There are several previous studies that have examined the Religion, Race & Intergroup on social media, for example (Andu, 2018) have conducted research on "Effect of the Religion, Race & Intergroup Postings on Social Media as Friendship" with a focus on analysis of waluyo (2007) based interview assessments about the Religion, Race & Intergroup posts. The next research (Purwiantono & Aditya, 2020) on "Classification of the Religion, Race & Intergroup, Hoax and RADIKAL Sentiments on Social Media Posts Using Multinomial Text" focuses on the analysis of the type of text indicated by posts containing the Religion, Race & Intergroup, based on the linguistic computational of Web API (Application Programming Interface). Then (Sugiarto & Qurratulaini, 2020) research with the theme, "Criminal Potential of Cyber Crime in Meme: A Forensic Linguistic Study" focuses on analysis related to posts containing the Religion, Race & Intergroup that insults on presidential candidate memes which are studied from speech acts based on Yule (Yule, 2006).
The beginning of pragmatics established in the 1960s. Some of linguists who first had introduced pragmatics, They were Lakoff and Ross. Subsequently there was a significant pragmatics development from philosophers. Austin (1962), Searle (1969), and Grice (1975) were pragmatists and philoshopers. In the United State of America, the work of Austin (1962) together with his student Searle (in the year of 1969 to 1975), had big contributed to the development of pragmatics. The work of Austin is made of pragmatics pioneer with the title, How to do things with words. Austin, in his work, expresses the idea of constative speech and performative. Other significant idea discusses about acts of locutionary, illocutions, perlocutions, and speech power of illocutionary. Several pragmatic experts, such as: Searle (1969) had developed of Austin's thinking. He had initiated a speech acts theory which is made significant in studies of pragmatic. The unlimited number of speech acts are categorized refered to the function and meaning, like: representative, directive, expressive, commissive, and declarative.

Speech act is speech meanings that have different functions from the utterances that have been uttered so that all these utterances are as if the form of an action (Bublitz and Norrick, 2011; Muniroh, 2013; Jhon, et al 2019; Marsili & Green, 2021). Speech acts are produced through real situations from the use of language in the human mind, not the result of thinking about things in depth as philosophers do (Sukarno, 2018; Khalisah & Anjarningsih, 2020; Shahi, et al 2022). For example, speech acts between sellers and buyers that occur naturally in bargaining for goods where both parties have the intention of being able to understand each other's meaningful speech so that in the end there is an agreement in terms of bargaining for a merchandise (Mey, 2004; Anshari & Gupta, 2021; Ludwig, 2019).

Referring to the concept of speech act, we will actually understand when someone is using language (speaking), then basically he is doing an action (Saifudin, 2019: House, et al 2021; Alghazo, et al 2021). Therefore, in pragmatics, speech is always seen as having an action dimension (speech act). It should be underlined that when speech is said to be an action (Meyer, et al 2013; Ouwehand, 2022), then the speech is never value-free because the speech is designed to achieve certain goals or purposes by the speaker (Bentley, 2020; Malanchuk, 2021). It is possible that the speech delivered by the speaker will be very likely to have a legal impact if the speech is felt by the interlocutor, for example, as an act that hurts (Bachari, 2010; Ardhiantti & Indayani, 2022).

Speech act, according to Searle (in Rahardi, 2005; Sbisa, 2013; Saragih, et al 2019; Kaptiningrum, 2020) utters that, practically there are three form of speech acts, among others: (1) locutionary act is speech act consist of words, phrases, and sentences that has specific meaning inside them. This sentence is able to be said as saying something with the action. (2) The illocutionary act describes the action of to do thing with something which has a certain purpose and function. Speech act can be uttered as the action of doing thing or something. An utterance "my hand itches" uttered by the speaker is not solely purposed to give information to the hearer at the time, while a conversation is being spoken, itching is lodged in the speaker's hand, moreover the purpose of speaker wants the listener to take certain action connected to itching at the hand of speaker, such as the speaking partner to take and give a balm. (3) perlocutionary act is the growing action that impact to speaking partner. The speech act is named the act can affect to someone. Utterance of "itching my hands", for example, able to be used to grow the fear effect of the speaking partner. This fear arises, because of the activity of works speaker as a bouncer who in his daily life is very close to hitting and injuring other people.

Furthermore, Searle (1969:36 in Bachari 2017; Acheoah & Emike, 2017; ) classifies the illocutionary speech acts into five kinds of speech forms, each of which
has a specific communicative function. The five forms of speech that show the communicative function are as follows; **Assertives**, namely speech forms that bind all speakers to the truth of the propositions expressed in their speech, for example stating, suggesting, boasting, complaining, and claiming. **Directives**, namely the form of speech that is intended to influence the speech partner to take the desired action. Examples of directive speech are to order, to command, to request, to advise, and to recommend. **Expressives** is categorized as speech act to express psychological attitude from the speaker through a state of observation or evaluation. Examples of these utterances are to express of thanking, congratulating, pardoning, blaming, hating, praising, and condoling. **Commissives**, which are forms of speech that function to express promises or offers. Examples of this speech are promising, swearing, threatening and offering something. **Declarations**, namely the form of speech that connects the contents of the speech with the reality at hand. Examples of this utterance are resigning, dismissing, baptizing (christening), naming, appointing, excommunicating, and punishing (sentencing).

The speech act described above occur because there is a series of utterances known as speech events (Wortham, 2008; Hidayatullah & Romadhon, 2020; Najiyah, et al 2019). Speech act is part of speech events, and these events become part of speech situations. Speech situations are pleasant situations with speech, for example, learning, use, and so on. (Wi, 2019; Liana & Utomo, 2020; ). A speech event is the occurrence or ongoing linguistic interaction in one or more forms of speech involving two parties, namely the speaker and the interlocutor, with one main utterance, in a certain time, place, and situation (Susanto, 2016; Muslihah & Suryadi, 2019). Speech events are the occurrence of linguistic interactions in one or more forms of speech involving two parties, namely the narrator and the speech partner with one main utterance, at a certain time and place (Chaer and Agustina, 2004; Johan, 2022). It can be understood that speech events can be communicative in concrete and abstract ways so that they are regulated by formal and non-formal speech rules (Xiang, et al 2020; Carolus, et al 2018). Speech events can be in the form of monologues and dialogues. For example, speech that occurs in social media (speech events) and occurs on WhatsApp and Facebook (speech situations) (Thamrin, et al 2020; Akyuwen, et al 2020).

A speech event must have a speech component. (Hymes 1980 in Marwan, 2018; Pishgadam, et al 2020; Zaghal, 2021) suggests that a speech event must fulfill eight speech components (SPEAKING). The following is an explanation and understanding of the eight speech components, namely; 1) Setting and scene, more physical, which includes the place and time of the speech. Different places and times can lead to different situations. Speaking orally in a classroom in a crowded situation is certainly different from speaking in writing on social media in a crowded atmosphere. 2) Participants are the parties involved in the conversation, can be speakers and listeners, greeters and addressees, or senders and recipients of messages. 3) End, refers to the intent and purpose of the speech. Speech events that occur in the courtroom intend to resolve a case case; however, the participants in the speech event have different goals. The prosecutor wants to prove the defendant's guilt, the defense tries to prove that the defendant is innocent, while the judge tries to give a fair decision. 4) Act sequence, refers to the form of speech and the content of the speech. The form of speech relates to the words used, how they are used, and the relationship between what is said and the topic of conversation. The form of speech in public lectures, ordinary conversations, and social media has a different sequence of actions. Changes in speech topics in speech events will affect the choice of language. 5) Key (k, refers to the tone, manner, and spirit
in which a message is conveyed: happily, seriously, briefly, arrogantly, mockingly (insultingly), etc. This can also be shown by gestures, and the lengthening of vowels in words, feels more expressive, the tone shows a peak of irritation 6) Instrumentalities, refers to the language used, such as spoken, written, via telegram or telephone. Instrumentalities also refers to the speech code used, such as language, dialect, fragment, or register. 7) Norms of interaction and interpretation, refers to norms or rules in interacting. For example, those related to how to instruct, ask questions, and so on. Also refers to the norms of interpretation of the speech of the interlocutor. 8) Genre is meant to refer to the category or variety of language used. The forms are poetry, myths, fairy tales, proverbs, riddles, insults (curses), prayers, orations, lectures, trades, circulars, editorials, and so on.

We can understand that every speech that is spoken in oral form must have a background of the speech event where the incident took place. However, speech acts that have occurred must have implicit meanings that can only be understood by people who understand the meanings implied in them. Thus, every speech cannot be separated from speech events that occur simultaneously by the speaker and speech partner who communicate reciprocally.

METHOD
The method used in this study was qualitative and descriptive (Tracy, 2019; Heglar, 2017). The data source is in the form of a constitutional court decision that has been signed by a 54-year-old defendant who violates the ITE Law that correlates to ethnicity and intergroup of hate speech found on social media, Facebook. Therefore, this study was conducted qualitatively and descriptively through a process of identification and classification based on pragmatic theory of speech acts and speech events. The qualitative element of this study lies mainly in the classification of speech types. At the first step is to identify all speech data forms that show the existence of sentences which are included in the assertive, directive, expressive, commissive, and declarative categories on Facebook. This research is done qualitatively by referring to the speech acts theory (Searle 1969). The second step is analyzing speech events referred to theory (Hymes 1972). The last step is sorting out the sentence data of speech acts and speech events by analyzing the data, reviewing it, and discussing it.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the first part, this section presents data on the findings of various forms of illocutionary speech acts that have been inkracht, in the form of court decisions posted by the suspect on Facebook social media in the form of hate speech containing SARA (Ethnicity, Religion, Race, and Intergroup) data on hate speech expressed in groups. Facebook with the initials BHW is categorized as a 54 years old. The statement was posted on February 24, 2018 to March 14 2018, or at least around that time which was still in February 2018 to March 2018, at the Defendant’s house in Ngepeng Hamlet, Bendosari Village, Sukoharjo, Central Java, in connection with Article 85 of the Criminal Procedure Code, based on the Supreme Court Decree of Indonesia Republic Number: 84/KMA/SK/V/2018 dated 02 May 2018 appointed the Semarang District Court to examine and adjudicate “Intentionally and Without Right to Disseminate Information Intended to Incite Hatred or Hostility Certain Individuals and/or Community Groups Based on Ethnicity, Religion, Race, and Intergroup (SARA)” as referred to in Article 28 paragraph (2). The findings were analyzed based on speech acts based on Searle (1969). The findings and analysis of speech act data can be seen below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Speech Act</th>
<th>Data of Fake News (SARA)</th>
<th>Law Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Directive</strong></td>
<td>Post dated 1 March, 2018; Url:<a href="https://www.facebook.com/7454">https://www.facebook.com/7454</a></td>
<td>5 years punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Tak usah pikirPanjang, Mereka adalah teroris yang merugikan negara, langsung tambak biar mampus pribumi pribumi bokoh Itu.” (”Don’t think a long, they are terrorists who are harming the country, shoot straight away to kill those stupid natives”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>”Saatnya bumi, air, dan udara bersih dirampas ... dan kita harus beli semuanya...?? Aku nangis sampat ketuar air mata darah putih saudara. (”It’s time for the earth, water, and clean air to be snatched away, and now we have to buy everything...?? I cried until tears came out of my white blood).”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>”Awas.... ambulance distapke,... Kalo cuma mau membuktikan bau itu beracun dan menyakakan, yo gak usah ikut pengajian di situ, bukan ilmu dan iman didapat, tapi umpan dan penyesalan.” (Watch out,,,, ambulance is ready, if you only want to prove the smell is poisonous and stifling, you don’t have to take part in the recitation there, you don’t get knowledge and faith, but curses and regrets.”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Assertive  
Post dated February 4, 2018  
Url: https://www.facebook.com/2567

Data: #1 Post dated March 1, 2018  (Directive data analysis)

Data 1: To answer the status written by the Facebook account with the initials S.A in the S.M. group. B.W said that , “Tak usah berpikir panjang untuk mengatakan para tentara itu sebagai teroris yang merugikan negara”. (“Don't think a long, they are terrorists who are harming the country”). The sentence has the implication of suggesting or forcibly giving advice. The sentence has implications with a specific purpose for readers on Facebook social media who are friends with BW that they don't need to think a lot, consider, and have interpretations of soldiers who don't side with the poor people. It is clear that the soldiers sided with the businessmen of non-indigenous descent. Then B.W said on sentence, “…merupakan teroris yang merugikan negara” (“They are terrorists who are harming the country”). This sentence has the implication that the army, which should be on the side of the poor people, is instead on the side of entrepreneurs of non-indigenous descent who have a lot of wealth. Foreign investors can do anything with the wealth they have. Investors can buy and pay soldiers to run their business smoothly without interference from any party trying to hinder their business in Indonesia. Therefore, BW assesses that the army has sided with investors. He argued that the army should protect and help the poor people. BW considers that soldiers who side with foreign investors are the same as terrorists who make a lot of losses to the state for their actions defending entrepreneurs of non-indigenous descent. Next in the sentence,”...langsung tembak biar mampus pribumi pribumi bodoh itu” (“..shoot straight away to kill those stupid natives”). The sentence is an exclamatory sentence or an imperative sentence, which states to give order to shoot dead on the
spot directly against the ranks of soldiers who defend the businessmen of non-indigenous descent. BW strongly criticized by blaspheming the soldiers to die soon. The soldiers are stupid native as helpers or losers for foreign businessmen. They are not on the side of the poor people who are full of suffering and misery. In the sentence stated by the owner of the B.W Facebook account, there are several implications for the actions he has taken; The first is a form of negative evaluation of the army ranks which are considered by BW to be like terrorists who have caused a lot of harm to the country due to the actions of the military which support ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs. Second, BW's assessment of soldiers is equated with terrorists as traitors and destroyers of the country's integrity. Thus, BW's assumption and assessment of soldiers as terrorists is truly a cruel accusation and does not match the actual facts. BW believes that the main task of the military is to guard and protect the common people from threats and arbitrary actions from foreign businessmen against the poor. However, on the contrary, BW thinks that the army is more in favor of non-indigenous entrepreneurs. Third; BW clearly insulted harshly and full of revenge for the actions of the army which were not in favor of the people. He said the army should defend and protect the common people who are being oppressed by foreign businessmen. then, BW ridiculed the soldiers by calling the stupid natives on the side of the Chinese ethnicity not on the side of the poor. BW's ridicule towards the army has crossed the line and does not appreciate that the mental and physical struggle of this army is actually aimed only at defending the defense of the Indonesian state and helping the common people.

Data: #2 Post dated February 28, 2018 (Declarative data analysis)

"Saatnya bumi, air, dan udara bersih dirampas... dan kita harus boli semannya...?? Aku nangis sampai keluar air mata darah putih saudara. ("It's time for the earth, water, and clean air to be snatched away and now we have to buy everything...?? I cried until tears came out of my white blood)."

From data 2, the owner of the Facebook account with the initials B.W said,"Saatnya bumi, air, dan udara bersih dirampas... dan kita harus boli semannya...? Aku nangis sampai keluar air mata darah putih saudara. (It's time for the earth, water, and clean air to be snatched away and now we have to buy everything...? I cried until tears came out of my white blood). It is clear that the sentence is a category of declarative speech acts. In the speech that written by the owner of the Facebook account with the initials BW, there are three sentences that have different interpretations of meaning in their explanations. The first is the words Pertama, kata "Saatnya" (It's time for) memiliki arti yang menandakan keterangan waktu awal mulanya kejadian suatu peristiwa yang sedang berlangsung. Kemudian pada kalimat, has a meaning that indicates the initial time of the occurrence of an ongoing event. Then in the sentence,“.bumi, air, dan udara bersih telah dirampas” …the earth, water, and clean air to be snatched away) is a directive sentence that has an interpretation of the assessment and comparison of the results of natural resources that have definitely been owned by the Indonesian people since ancient times. This is because they are located in
Indonesia and can be fully used and provide benefits to all Indonesian people.

However, after the non-native entrepreneurs are given freedom by the government with the rules set by government laws, the non-native entrepreneurs are free to fully manage them with the existence of binding regulations issued by the government. Because of this, BW has the implication that non-indigenous entrepreneurs have indirectly taken by force the abundant natural resource wealth on Indonesian soil and they have taken away the rights of the Indonesian people to be able to manage it and enjoy the results of natural resources which are duly utilized by the Indonesian people. The second, in sentence “...dan kita harus beli semuanya...?” (...and now we have to buy everything..?) is an interrogative sentence that is rhetorical in tone or does not require an answer. The implication of this sentence explains that the results of natural wealth originating from the earth, water and air have been controlled by non-indigenous entrepreneurs who fully manage the natural resources of Indonesia's earth. While the common people are miserable as employees and manual laborers. Thus, BW asked a rhetorical tone of question with the implication that the native Indonesian people must buy natural resources that come from their own homeland? It is logically unacceptable that we have to buy natural resources that are properly managed and enjoyed by the Indonesian people, not by non-indigenous entrepreneurs who make the most of the natural resources in Indonesia.

The third in sentence “aku nangis sampai keluar air mata darah saudara” (I cried until tears came out of my white blood) is a declarative sentence, in this case it is a statement about the deep sadness of the owner of the BW Facebook account, namely crying hyperbolically explaining that his crying was causing white blood to flow. This has the implication that Indonesia's abundant natural resources are taken for granted by non-indigenous entrepreneurs by obtaining the greatest profit which has an impact on the misery of the people who become manual laborers for these entrepreneurs. Common people who become servants in their own country, under the orders and power of foreign businessmen, that's why BW feels very sad for the misery and suffering of the Indonesian people who are in the grip of the orders and power of non-native businessmen in Indonesia. However, the sadness that he made viral on Facebook media was only to seek sympathy from readers so they could feel the sadness that BW was experiencing. Thus, BW has the intention to convey these sentences full of sorrow for what has happened to the poor common people, full of torment and suffering from foreign businessmen who come and do business in Indonesia.

Data: #3 Post dated February 25, 2018 (Expressive data analysis)

"Awas, ambulan distapko,,,
Kalo cuna mau membuktikan bau itu beracun dan menyebakan, yok usah ikut pengajian di situ, bukan ilmu dan iman didapat, tapi umpanan dan penyebakan."
(Watch out,,, ambulance is ready, if you only want to prove the smell is poisonous and stifling, you don't have to take part in the recitation there, you don't get knowledge and faith, but curses and regrets.")
From data 3, the owner of the Facebook account with the initials B.W said "Awas, ambulan disiapkan, kalo cuma mau membuktikan bau itu beracun dan menyenakan, yo gak usah ikut pengajian di situ, bukan ilmu dan iman didapat, tapi umpatan dan penyesalan." (Watch out, ambulance is ready, if you only want to prove the smell is poisonous and stifling, you don't have to take part in the recitation there, you don't get knowledge and faith, but curses and regrets. This sentence is an expressive speech act. At the beginning of the sentence there is the word, "Awas." (beware) which has the implication of calling attention to all readers who are friends with BW on his Facebook media account. Maybe BW also reminds all friends and readers on Facebook to be careful about poisons that can be deadly in a place or company owned by non-indigenous entrepreneurs, especially the warning is addressed to mothers who often conduct recitations at non-indigenous businessmen's places. Then, there are the words, "ambulan disiapkan" (ambulance is ready) has the interpretation that when women are doing recitation in company buildings owned by non-natives. They are exposed to the smell of poison that spreads and results in poisoning or fainting for the women who are doing the recitation. Therefore, ambulance transportation facilities have been prepared to transport poisoned mothers to buildings owned by non-indigenous entrepreneurs. Next is a series of sentences "..kalo cuma mau membuktikan bau itu beracun dan menyenakan, yo gak usah ikut pengajian di situ". (..if you only want to prove the smell is poisonous and stifling, you don't have to take part in the recitation there). This sentence implies a cause and effect that occurs in the company area. Meanwhile, the phrases spoken by BW meant to persuade local residents, especially mothers who used to conduct regular recitations at company buildings owned by non-indigenous entrepreneurs, so that they would no longer hold recitations at that location. The reason why there is no need to carry out the recitation at that place is due to the smell of poison that spreads around the company's location which can cause shortness of breath and even fatal things that can cause death. Therefore, BW tries in every possible way to create fake news and information against non-indigenous entrepreneurs so that all of its goals to defame non-indigenous entrepreneurs can be successful.

Then with the sentences “..yo gak usah ikut pengajian di situ” (you don't have to take part in the recitation there). This sentence is to convince mothers who participate in conducting recitations in company buildings owned by non-indigenous people, emphatically saying there are no benefits for mothers attending recitations, this is for sure the owner of the BW Facebook account commenting on Muslim women who are participating in reading the Al-Quran. Then BW gave punishment to the mothers by making fun of the mothers who attended the recitation group. According to him, mothers who joined the recitation center were only to get appreciation and praise from non-indigenous entrepreneurs. BW said that it is not knowledge and faith that is gained through recitation but curses and regrets. It is understandable that the owner of the BW Facebook account clearly intends to ridicule and humiliate the mothers who attend the recitation as an act that invites condemnation from the surrounding community that they side with non-indigenous entrepreneurs and regret it.
Data: #4 Post dated February 4, 2018

(Assertive data analysis)

"Berlomba ramah investasi, berlomba mencari Corporate Social Responsibility, berlomba korupsi sana sini, dan apa yang bisa didapat dari rakyat, kesengsaraan, kebodohan, dan kemiskinan, berapa uang negara yang kalian berikan buat investor untuk membuat rakyat sengsara,?" (friendly investment competition, competing for Corporate Social Responsibility, competing for corruption here and there, and what can be obtained from the people, misery, stupidity, and poverty, how much state money do you give to investors to make people miserable)

Dari data 4; From data 4; B.W in his Facebook account explained that, "Berlomba ramah investasi, berlomba mencari Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), berlomba korupsi sana sini, dan apa yang bisa didapat dari rakyat, kesengsaraan, kebodohan, dan kemiskinan, berapa uang negara yang kalian berikan buat investor untuk membuat rakyat sengsara,?" (friendly investment competition, competing for Corporate Social Responsibility, competing for corruption here and there, and what can be obtained from the people, misery, stupidity, and poverty, how much state money do you give to investors to make people miserable). The sentences stated above are included as assertive speech acts. At the beginning of the sentence there is repetition of the word "Berlomba", the first reads, "Berlomba ramah investasi, berlomba mencari Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), berlomba korupsi sana sini,,"" (Friendly investment competition, competing for Corporate Social Responsibility, competing for corruption here and there,). In the sentence, "Berlomba ramah investasi" (Competing friendly for investment) there is an interpretation of the meaning which states that foreign investors promise the government to be willing to take part in investing and invest their shares, helping the income of the surrounding community by having factories or companies established around the population’s location so that it will open up jobs, new for the people who live around the factory. Even though the investments made by investors are to get big profits from the investments they make. Then in the sentence, "compete to find CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)". This sentence has the implication that foreign investors are trying to get sympathy from the government and local residents whose area will be the company’s establishment. The investors promised and argued that the company being established would be environmentally friendly and employ local people to work at the company as factory employees. However, in reality only a few local people were employed as factory employees with a note that the workers had to obey the rules of the factory.

The next sentences said, “Berlomba korupsi sana sini,” (Competing for corruption here and there…). Sentences that have implications for government officials in charge of the factory location area. Officials are authorized to seek and select foreign entrepreneurs who can be invited to work together to provide large personal benefits in the form of finance for personal gain. They deliberately provide permits and procedures for foreign entrepreneurs to invest in their territory. This is done by local officials with the aim of obtaining large profits from foreign entrepreneurs who have invested in the area. In the next sentence BW says “dan apa yang bisa didapat dari rakyat, kesengsaraan, kebodohan, dan kemiskinan,” (… and what can be obtained from the people, misery, stupidity, and poverty). As a result of the greed of the businessmen and local officials, the people have become poor and full of suffering. Poor people are deliberately treated as employees or factory
workers who have to work hard until the afternoon and evening with a small salary just enough to eat. They don't demand much for their rights as workers because they are stupid and poor. So, they only get misery from the treatment of the local government and foreign businessmen. Then BW, expressed his disappointment with the government with the sentence, “...berapa uang negara yang kalian berikan buat investor untuk membuat rakyat sengsara?” (... how much state money do you give to investors to make people miserable).

Sentences that indicate a criticism of the local government in favor of foreign investors. They take huge profits from the crops and utilize the power of the indigenous people as factory workers. Residents around the factory who become laborers have to work hard for little pay without any welfare benefits.

From the utterances of the sentences put forward by BW in commenting on the government's attitude in favor of investors from the Chinese Ethnicity to invest in Indonesia. Both parties, both from the government and ethnic Chinese businessmen, are competing for the greatest profit even though by way of corruption and oppressing the local people. With sentences full of complaints that the people have become poor and miserable as a result of the government's actions that side with the entrepreneurs, not the people, so that the people live under poverty and are full of misery.

In the second part, it presents an explanation of the findings of 4 speech act data (directive, declarative, expressive, and assertive) which are closely related to the form of illocutionary speech events on social media in the form of facebook expressed by participants based on Hymes (1972). Findings and data analysis of speech events can be seen below.

In the second part, it presents an explanation of the findings of 4 speech act data (directive, declarative, expressive, and assertive) which are closely related to the form of illocutionary speech events on social media in the form of facebook expressed by participants based on Hymes (1972). Findings and data analysis of speech events can be seen below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting and scene</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Ends</th>
<th>Act sequence</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Instrumentalities</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>Genre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Media</td>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Ethnic</td>
<td>Directive</td>
<td>Written text</td>
<td>Interpretation of hatred</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hostility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Religion, intergroup (SARA)</td>
<td>Declarative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic</td>
<td>Expressive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assertive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results

From the 5 speech acts proposed by Searle (1969), there are only 4 speech acts (directive, declarative, expressive, and assertive) on BW's Facebook account. There is a relationship with speech events based on the SPEAKING category (Hymes 1972), the eight components of speech events, all of which have compatibility starting from the setting & scene taken from social media, participant is a speaker, end is hate/hostile posting, act sequence is in type of hate speech or well known as abbreviation of SARA, key is a speech act based on Searle (1969) namely assertive, directive, expressive, commissive, and declarative. Then instrumentalities in written form, norms in the form of interpretation of the implicit meaning of speech. Finally, the genre of various types of language insults.

CONCLUSIONS

In the speech act research on facebook with the initials BW about fake news related to criminal law offenses in the form of a constitutional court decision, it was found that Searle (1969) based illocutionary speech...
acts were assertive, directive, expressive, and declarative. From the four speech act data of the suspect, there are more dominant utterances, the first is the expressive form. All of them are implicitly filled with hatred and hostility to a certain person or group. While the speech events that occur in hate speech acts that contain SARA, are in accordance with the SPEAKING component proposed by Hymes, although there are differences in the types of speech acts uttered by speakers who spread hatred and mischief, but in essence all of these utterances are forms of illocutionary speech acts. which has an implicit meaning refers to speech in the imperative form. There are many factors that trigger hate and hostility utterances posted on social media, including on the basis of dislike for a person or group so that they try to highlight their existence so that they can be recognized by participants who are within the scope of the media so that they forget the ethics or social norms that apply in the community. the media community in using polite language does not offend and harm the privacy rights of others.
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